
QGO Car DVR FAQ 

1. TF Card cannot format 

Reason: TF card not compatible with the DVR or TF card damage 

Solution: Use card reader to connect with PC then format, after format and put it back to DVR check 

if can work, if still not working then change new TF card 

2. DVR cannot record 

Reason: 1. loop recording not on 2. TF card damage  3. G-sensor videos too many and made the TF 

card full.  

Solution: 1. put the loop recording on 2. Change new TF card 3. Delete unwanted G-sensor videos 

 

 

3. Videos stuck while playing back 

Reason: 1. Player not compatible 2. TF card quality not good 

Solution: 1. install new player on pc 2. Format TF card, or change good quality TF card. 

(first format the TF card through PC, then insert on the DVR) 

4. Videos not clear 

Reason: Lens not clean or Car glass not clean 

Solution: Clean the lens or car front glass. (if after doing this video still not clear then need to repair 

the DVR)  

5. When set the mode into "file mode" then screen become black. 

Reason: Change new good TF card (branded TF card), first format the TF card from PC, then insert 
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on DVR. 

6. DVR cannot switch on 

Reason: 1. DVR software stuck  2. PCB some problem 3. TF card not working 

Solution: 1. Make sure connecting with car charger then switch on the DVR, then press on reset 3 

seconds (need to use something slim to click on reset, toothpick is ok) 

2. need to repair the PCB 

3. Change new branded TF card. 

7. Cloudy days, videos not good 

Reason: Environment dark. 

Solution: Need to set the exposure from menu. 

  

8. Time setting done, but next time use again become 2016.1.1 

Reason: Battery no power, or battery not working 

Solution: Use car charger to recharge, then set the time, after the battery fully charged, restart the 

DVR, check if time is correct, if again time change to 2016.1.1, means need to change battery. 

9. DVR cannot be recharged. 

Reason: 1. Charging port not connected properly.  2. Charger not compatible or charger damage. 

Solution: 1. Need to repair, change the charging port  2. use correct charger  

10. DVR connect to charger can see the blue light, but not switching on. 

Reason: Charger not compatible 

Solution: Use the correct charger. 



 

11. Can see reflect points in the video 

Reason: The infrared LED is on 

Solution: Off the infrared LED. only use it in the night or dark area. 

 


